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Does permit trading minimize cost under an average pollution target? 

Abstract 

Emission permit trading is increasingly being applied to pollution control. Pollution targets are sometimes set as average (or 

expected) values. We investigate whether the least cost property of permit trading programs is still valid with an average 

target. In the standard permit trading theory, trading ratio is set equal to the delivery coefficient and the total permit number

equal to the given pollution target. If this is the case under an average target, we show that least cost is no longer guaranteed. 

Under an average target, the regulator minimizes cost by achieving a balance between the total permit effect and deadweight 

loss effect. The latter is always negative. The former can be increased by allowing more (less) pollution when abatement cost 

is high (low). Departing from the well established result on trading that information on abatement cost is not needed to 

achieve the least cost, we found that such information is useful under an average pollution target.  

Keywords: delivery coefficient, average pollution target, fixed pollution target, permit trading, total permit number, 

trading ratio.

JEL Classification: Q58, D02. 

Introduction©

A highly celebrated property of emissions trading 
markets is that decentralized decisions made by 
firms will achieve a preset pollution target at the 
least possible cost and no information on the firms’ 
abatement costs is required to achieve this outcome 
(Baumol and Oates, 1988; Montgomery, 1972)1.
Montgomery (1972) demonstrated that this property 
extends to the class of non-uniformly mixed pollut-
ants, pollutants whose damages differ based on their 
location. He showed that if the regulatory authority 
allows firms to trade emissions according to the 

ratio of delivery coefficients (the effect that a 
source’s emissions have on resulting pollution level) 
and sets the total permit number equal to the given 
pollution target, the least cost property is retained. 

The basic model underlying these findings assumes 

that the regulator’s goal is to minimize the cost of 

meeting a single fixed environmental standard. In 

other words, the pollution target of the permit trad-

ing system is given as a fixed number. This is the 

standard case examined in most permit trading lit-

erature. Many real world permit trading schemes 

also set a fixed pollution target. However, there are 

also situations where the pollution target is essen-

tially given as an average target. There are two no-

table examples. One is bankable permit trading sys-

tems, where firms are allowed to borrow or bank 

permits across time periods. Permit banking occurs 

when permits authorized for the current period are 

saved for use in subsequent periods; permit borrow-

ing occurs when permits authorized for some future 

period are instead used in the current period. Sup-

pose firms are issued the same number of permits 

                                                     
© Sergey S. Rabotyagov, Hongli Feng, 2010. 
1 The total permit quantity can be set at the socially efficient level, a 

legally mandated requirement, or any other level deemed appropriate by 

the regulator. 

for each period of time, then banking and borrowing 

allows firms to achieve the pollution target on aver-

age over time, as opposed to in each period of time. 

This flexibility has been shown to have reduced 

costs in several trading programs, e.g., the lead phase 

out program and the sulfur trading program (Newell 

and Rogers, 2003; Burtraw et al., 2005).

Another example is the emerging water quality trad-

ing programs. According to the US Clean Water 

Act, Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) must be 

developed for a water body with impaired water qual-

ity. Currently, the US Environmental Protection 

Agency lists nearly 39,000 impaired waterways 

throughout the nation (USEPA, 2007). In the TMDL 

process, the sources of water quality impairment in a 

water body are identified and the loading reduction 

responsibilities allocated among the various sources. 

Even though it is called TMDL, many of the loadings 

are specified in terms of annual average loadings. In 

this sense, the TMDL is given as an average target. 

Many watersheds have established water quality trad-

ing programs or are exploring trading as a policy in-

strument to implement the TMDL targets in a cost-

effective way (Hoag and Hughes-Popp, 1997; USEPA, 

2004; Woodward et al., 2002). 

In this paper, we examine the cost-minimizing 

property of a permit trading system where the envi-

ronmental goal is set as an average pollution level. 

Through a simple model, we found that, to mini-

mize costs, modification of the standard trading 

system in the following aspects is required. First, 

the optimal total permit number does not necessar-

ily equal the given pollution target. Second, it is 

not necessarily optimal to set trading ratios equal 

to the simple ratio of delivery coefficients-the basic 

Montgomery (1972) solution. Instead, the regulator 

can lower expected cost by including some informa-

tion on abatement cost in setting the trading ratio.
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These somewhat surprising findings come directly 

from the fact that our regulator’s objective function is 

specified in average terms: it minimizes expected 

cost subject to an average pollution level. This al-

lows the regulator flexibility that is not present 

when a fixed level of emissions must be met. In 

particular, the regulator can design a trading system 

that will incorporate information, albeit incomplete, 

on firms’ abatement costs. In such a trading system, 

if costs are unexpectedly high (low), the resulting 

pollution levels tend to be higher (lower) than they 

would be without this flexibility. By allowing pollu-

tion level to fluctuate with costs, the regulator can 

lower total expected abatement costs, while ensur-

ing that the environmental goal is still being met on 

the average.

Trading ratio and total permit number have been the 
subject of quite a few studies, e.g., Kling and Rubin 
(1997), Yates and Croneshaw (2001), Feng and 
Zhao (2003), and Innes (2005). Our paper differs 
from previous studies in our focus of the pollution 
target given in average terms. We do not examine 
whether the regulator should have the freedom to 
design a permit market that allows the aforemen-
tioned flexibility. Instead, we investigate the proper-
ties of a trading system that does have an average 
pollution target. The Montgomery (1972) result that 
cost minimization can be achieved without the regu-
lator knowing firms’ abatement cost has very strong 
appeal in policy design. The main purpose of this 
paper is not to advocate an alternative trading sys-
tem. Rather, we intend to contribute to the literature 
by showing why the standard result does not hold 
when pollution target is given as an average value.  

In the rest of the paper, we present the basic model 
of firms’ behavior under a tradable emissions pro-
gram and the regulator’s problem. Then, we exam-
ine the optimal permit market design when the de-
livery coefficient is known. We also consider the 
case where the delivery coefficient is uncertain. This 
feature is typically viewed as a characteristic of 
nonpoint sources. However, there are other situa-
tions where the true impact of emissions from a 
source is known with less than perfect certainty, 
e.g., air sheds where dispersion of particulates de-
pend on stochastic weather conditions. Final re-
marks and conclusions complete the paper in the 
final Section. 

1. Model setup 

Suppose there are two firms acting as sources of 
emissions and the environmental impacts of the two 
firms’ emissions can differ. Specifically, we assume 
that the impact of the first firm on the resulting pol-
lution level is such that one unit of Firm 1’s emis-
sions increases the resulting pollution level by one 

unit. The impact of Firm 2 is described by the deliv-

ery coefficient d , that is, one unit of Firm 2’s emis-

sions increases the resulting pollution level by d
units. When emissions from the two firms have the 

same environmental impact, we have 1d . The 

delivery coefficient can be thought of as describing 
the relative environmental impact of the two firms’ 
emissions. Specifically, the total resulting pollution 

level is 1 2e de , where  for 1,2ie i  represents 

Firm i's emissions. In this Section we model the 
situation in which the delivery coefficient is fixed and 
known by the regulator. Later, we extend our analysis 
to the case where the delivery coefficient is uncertain.  

The abatement cost function for Firm i is 
0( ; )i i i iC e e , where, for 1,2,i 0

ie  represents 

the initial (unregulated) emissions level for Firm i

and
0

i ie e  represents the abatement of Firm i after 

the implementation of a permit trading program. 

The abatement cost function is assumed to be in-

creasing and convex in abatement, that is, ' 0
i

C

and '' 0
i

C . The parameter ( i ) in the cost function 

captures the uncertainty regarding the costs of pollu-

tion abatement on the regulator’s side. We assume 

that the regulator has some, albeit incomplete, in-

formation on abatement costs. Formally, the regula-

tor, when making decisions on the parameters of the 

permit market, knows only the distribution of 1

and 2 : the means (zero), variances (
2

1  and 
2

2 ),

and covariance, ( 1 2cov( , ) ). However, when 

making emissions decisions, firms know 1  and 2 .

To avoid confusion, we clarify several concepts that 

are related to the total amount of pollution allowed 

in a permit trading program: average pollution tar-

get, fixed pollution target, total permit number, and 

actual pollution level. First, a trading program can 

either use an average pollution target or a fixed tar- 

get defined as follows: 

average
PdeeE 21   (average pollution target)  (1) 

fixed
Pdee 21          (fixed pollution target) (2) 

The constraints require that total pollution not ex-

ceed the preset target, either given as an average 

value or a fixed number. In equation (1), average 

pollution target is defined as the expectation of total 

pollution level. Another relevant constraint defines 

the restriction at the permit market: 

permit
Ptee 21   (permit market constraint) (3) 
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where t  is the trading ratio for the emissions of the 

two firms, meaning that 1 unit of Firm 2’s emis-
sions is equivalent to t  units of Firm 1’s emis-

sions; and permitP  is the total permit number, de-

nominated in terms of Firm 1’s emissions. This 
constraint requires that total emissions (weighted 
by the trading ratio) not exceed the total permit 
number. Note that the firms are only concerned 
with the permit market constraint while the regula-
tor’s goal is to restrict total pollution to the preset 
average target or fixed target. Finally, the actual 
realization of pollution given firms’ emission deci-
sions is as follows:  

actualPdee 21   (actual pollution) (4) 

Comparing equations (1)-(2) with (3), we see that 
actual pollution will equal to the target under a bind-
ing fixed target. By contrast, only the mean of actual 
pollution will equal to a binding average target.  

1.1. Firms’ emissions decisions in a permit 
trading market. Should an emissions trading 
program be introduced? The firms will face the 
permit market constraint in equation (3). Suppose 
the initial permit endowments allocated to Firm i

(and denominated in Firm I’s emissions) are ie

for 1,2i ; and 1 2 permite te P . Through trading, 

both firms can hold the permits denominated in 
terms of another firm’s emissions, and the trading 
ratio is used to convert between the two types of 
permits. The trading program requires that each 
firm’s actual emissions do not exceed its holding 

of permits. Let iy , denominated in terms of Firm 

i’s emissions, denote the equilibrium quantity of 

permits traded. Specifically, iy  is the permit 

quantity sold by Firm i and purchased by the other 
firm. Assuming that each firm takes permit prices as 
given, then Firm 1’s problem would be as follows: 

1 1 2

0

1 1 1 1 1 2 2
, ,

1 1 2 1

min ( )

subject to  .

e y y
C e e p y p y

e y ty e
 (5) 

Firm 2’s problem is similar. Solving for the firms’ 
problems, it is well-known that market equilibrium 

requires that: 
0 *( )i i i i iMC C e e p , for 1,2i ;

and 1 2 1p p t . This implies that the ratio of per-

mit prices must be equal to the trading ratio. Other-
wise, costless arbitrage opportunities would be 
available to firms. Then, we have:  

2

1

MC
t

MC
.  (6) 

From equation (6) and the permit market constraint 
in equation (3), we can solve for firms’ optimal 

emissions as a function of t  and permitP , that is, 

*

1 2( , ; , )i permite t P  for 1,2.i  When emissions deci-

sions are made in the permit trading market, firms 

have complete information on their costs, i.e., 1  and 

2  are known with certainty. Equation (6) indicates 

that the results of the permit trading market are such 
that the ratio of marginal costs equals the trading ratio. 

However, with complete information on 1  and 2 ,

we know from Montgomery (1972) that social effi-

ciency requires t d , resulting in  

2

1

M C
d

M C
. (7) 

Any gains in setting t  at a level other than d in a 

trading program would need to be weighed against 
the efficiency loss of not attaining the equality in 
equation (7). This is an issue we will return to in 
Section 2. 

1.2. The regulator’s problem. Our paper focuses on 
the design of permit trading programs, where the goal 
is to minimize the cost to reach a given pollution tar-
get. Given a fixed pollution target, the regulator must 

set the trading ratio equal to d and permitP = fixedP .

Otherwise, there is no guarantee that the target will be 
met. The reason is as follows. From equations (2) and 
(3), we know that

2( )permit fixedP P t d e .                   (8) 

If t d , then fixed permitP P , regardless of the value 

of 2e . However, if the regulator is to set t d , then it 

needs to adjust permitP  as well so that the fixed pollu-

tion target is met. The appropriate adjustment needs 

complete information of 2e , which is assumed un-

known to the regulator when designing the permit 
market (due to uncertain abatement costs).  

Given an average target, the regulator potentially 
has the flexibility of setting the parameters of the 

permit trading system ( t  and permitP ) to achieve 

the expected pollution target at the least cost. To 
see this, we first note that as long as the program is 
intended to reduce emissions, both the average 
pollution constraint in equation (1) and the market 
permit constraint in equation (3) will be binding. 
Then, by taking difference of the two constraints, 
we obtain: 

2[ ]( )permit averageP P E e t d .               (9) 

Thus, if the regulator sets t d , it can adjust permitP

to guarantee that the average target will be met. The 
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realization of total pollution can be higher or lower 
than the given average target depending on firms’ 
abatement costs and the values the regulator chooses 

for t, permitP . The following chart illustrates the 

decision process and the occurrence of events: 

Regulator 

is given a 

target in 

average 

value 

Regulator 

decides 

permit cap 

and trading 

ratio, not 

knowing 
i

Firms trade 

permits and 

determine 

emissions 

knowing 
i

Formally, we can set up the regulator’s problem of 
cost-minimization as follows, 

min
permitPt,

 = permitPtTCE ,

21222111 ,;,,;, permitpermit PteCPteCE  (10) 

Note that firms emissions decisions, 
*

1 2( , ; , )i permite t P

for 1,2i , are incorporated into the regulator’s pro-

gram. We next explore the optimal trading ratio and 
total permit cap.

2. Optimal permit trading ratio and total per-
mits under an average pollution target 

For tractability, we assume that one firm faces a 
linear abatement cost function while the other faces 
an increasing convex abatement cost function, as 
specified below: 

0 0

1 1 1 1 1 1 1( , ) ( )( )C e e a e e , (11) 

0 0 0 2

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2( , ) ( )( ) ( )C e e b e e c e e . (12) 

As will be clear later, this linear and quadratic setup 
is sufficiently rich to generate critical insights while 
remaining simple enough for intuitive discussion. In 

equation (11) we assume that 
2 2

1a >0, that is, the 

mean of Firm 1’s marginal abatement cost (which 
represents the deterministic part) dominates the 
variance (which represents the stochastic part). This 
assumption ensures that the second order condition 
for the problem in equation (10) is satisfied. With 
the above cost functions, we can derive firms’ opti-
mal emissions from equations (6) and (3): 

0 2

2 2 1*

1 1 2

2 ( ) ( ) ( )
( , ; , )

2

permit

permit

c P e t b t t a
e t P

c
, (13) 

0
* 2 2 1
2 1 2

2 ( ) ( )
( , ; , )

2
permit

ce b t a
e t P

c
. (14) 

It is straightforward to solve the optimization prob-
lem (10) with (13)-(14)1. First, we obtain the opti-
mal trading ratio:1

                                                     
1 The problem is a standard optimization problem with one constraint, and so 
the details on the derivation of the solutions are not presented. To simplify 
our discussions, interior solutions are assumed throughout the paper. 

* 2

1 1 22 2

1

1
cov( , )t d d

a
. (15) 

Plugging
*t  into equation (9), we can derive the op-

timal permit cap. We see from equations (9) and (15), 

if the regulator had complete information on 1  and 

2 , then the optimal trading ratio would be set equal 

to the delivery coefficient, i.e., *t d , and the total 

permit number allocated to firms would equal the 
pollution target the regulator sets out to achieve, i.e., 

*
permit averageP P . However, in general, such setup will 

not minimize cost. Note that 
2 2

1 0a . Thus, if 

1  and 2  are negatively correlated, then *t d .

We can still have *t d  when 1  and 2  are posi-

tively correlated and the correlation if relatively small 

compared to 
2

1d . Otherwise, *t d . In our discus-

sions, we will focus on the case with *t d . The 

other case can be analyzed similarly.  

We next show how actual pollution fluctuates 

around the average target when *t d  and how 

the average target is ensured to be satisfied. From 
equations (3)-(4) we can derive: 

2 ( )permit actualP P e t d . (16) 

Thus, if t d , then the actual pollution will be less 

than the permit allocated. This is because 1 unit of 

Firm 2’s emissions contributes d units to total actual 

pollution; but 1 unit of Firm 2’s emissions needs 
t units of permits in the permit market constraint. Tak-

ing the difference of equations (9) and (16), we have, 

22 eeEdtPP averageactual , and  

0averageactual PPE .                    (17) 

Thus, for any given t , how actual pollution level 

deviates from the average target is determined by2

how 2e  deviates from its mean2. Regardless of the 

                                                     
2 The reason that 

1e  does not appear in equation (17) is that both the permit 

constraint (equation (3)) and the actual pollution (equation (4)) have the 

same weight on 
1e . This is not the case for 

2e .
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fluctuations, on average the pollution target will be 

met. With the optimal solution for 2e  as given in 

equation (14), we can derive a more specific version 

of equation (17): 

1 2( )
2

actual average

t
P P t d

c
. (18) 

Not surprisingly, the realization of actual pollution 

depends on the abatement costs of both firms. Next, 

we explain how abatement cost can be lowered 

through the flexibility afforded by an average target.

2.1. The total pollution effect and the deadweight 

loss effect. To see the effects on abatement cost of  

setting t d  and 
permit averageP P , we use a bench-

mark permit trading program, where t d  and 

permit averageP P . The total abatement cost in the 

benchmark trading program is denoted as 

, averageTC d P , which is derived by using firms’ 

emission decisions under the program, i.e. 

, averageTC d P
*

1 1( ( , ))averageC e d P
*

2 2( ( , ))averageC e d P .

The total abatement cost of other trading programs 
with different trading ratios and total permit num-
bers are defined similarly. We can break down the 
difference between the total cost of a trading pro-
gram and the benchmark program as follows: 

effectlossdeadweight

PtTCPdTC

effectpollutiontotal

d,PTCPd,TCPtTCPdTC permitactualactualaveragepermitaverage ,,,, ,   (19) 

where actualP is the actual pollution level resulting 

from a trading program with , permitt P , that is:

permitpermitactual PtdePteP ,, 21
(20)  

actualactual d,Pded,P 2 .

In other words, a trading program with parameters 

( , )permitt P  results the same pollution level as a trad-

ing program with parameters ( , )actuald P . The total 

pollution effect represents the cost difference that is 
due to the deviation of total pollution level from the 
benchmark program. This deviation is given by 
equation (18). The deadweight loss effect is directly 
linked to the use of a trading ratio that is not equal 
to the delivery coefficient, which leads to a sub-
optimal allocation of emissions as we pointed out in 
Section 1.1. We refer to this effect as deadweight 
loss effect since it represents the extra cost incurred 
by using a trading ratio that deviates from the true 
rate of substitution (i.e., the true relative environ-
mental impact of emissions).  

With firms’ emission decisions given by equations 
(13)-(14), we can derive the two effects as: 

1 1 2

1
  ( )( )( ), 

2
total pollution effect t d a t

c
 (21) 

2 2

1

1
  ( ) ( )  .

4
deadweight loss effect a t d

c
 (22) 

Taking expectation, we have: 

2

1 1 2

( )

2
[   ] [ cov( , )]

t d

c
E total pollution effect t   (23) 

and
2

2 2

1

( )
[   ] ( )

4

t d
E deadweight loss effect a

c
. (24) 

While equation (22) indicates that the expected 

total pollution effect can be either positive or 

negative, equation (23) implies that the expected 

deadweight loss effect is never positive. The two 

equations also imply that, the larger the variance 

of Firm 1 and the more the cost shocks are nega-

tively correlated, the larger the effects of setting 

t d tend to be1. In designing an optimal pro-

gram, the regulator will seek to make the total 

pollution effect large and positive while keeping 

the deadweight loss effect relatively small. If 

1 2cov( , ) 0 , for expected total pollution effect 

to be positive, we must have t d , The larger t
is, the larger the total pollution effect. However, 

as t  increases, the deadweight loss also increases. 

Thus, the regulator has to strike a balance be-

tween the two effects in order to minimize abate-

ment cost to achieve the pollution target on average. 

2.2. Intuition with graphical illustration. Figure 1 

and Figure 2 (see Appendix) illustrate the intuition 

for the rationale behind t d  and permit averageP P .

For simplicity, we set 1d . In both Figures, the 

total length of the horizontal axis represents the total 

permits available and the solid downward sloping 

line is the marginal abatement cost curve of Firm 2 

as emissions are increased (i.e., abatement is de-

creased). In Figure 1, the marginal abatement cost 

curve of Firm 1 is represented by the horizontal line 

that intersects with Firm 2’s marginal cost curve at 

0B . When 1t d , 1t
permitP  is set equal to averageP

                                                     
1 The variance of Firm 2’s cost parameter does not appear in equations 

(22)-(23) because of the linear-quadratic functional forms assumed for 

abatement costs in the analysis. In this setup, equilibrium marginal 

abatement cost is determined by Firm 1 cost parameter. 
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by equation (9). Since 1 2MC MC  at 0B , 0B

represents the permit market equilibrium, indicating 

the split of the emissions by the two firms with Firm 

1’s emissions read from the right ( 1O ) and Firm 2’s 

emissions read from the left ( 2O ). When the trading 

ratio is set greater than the delivery coefficient two 

changes occur in Figure 1. First, the optimal total 

permit number increases to 1t
permitP  by equation (9), 

which is reflected by the shifting out of the right 

boundary of Figure 1 from 1O  to 1 'O . Second, the 

new permit market equilibrium is represented by 

point 'B , indicating a reduction in 2e .

The two effects of setting t d on total abatement 

cost are illustrated by the shaded areas in Figure 1. 

Even when t d , the true marginal abatement cost 

for Firm 1 is still the horizontal line a , not the hori-

zontal line ta . However, firms make their decisions 

based on the latter, which leads to too few emissions 

(i.e., too much abatement) by Firm 2, resulting in a 

deadweight loss represented by the shaded triangle. 

The area of the triangle is given by equation (21). 

For the case illustrated in Figure 1 (with 1 0  and 

2 0 ), we know from equation (17) that the actual 

total pollution is greater than the average pollution 

target. The savings in abatement cost from this in-

creased pollution are represented by the area of the 

shaded rectangle and is also given by equation (20). 

We use Figure 2 to illustrate how an optimally de-
signed permit market can achieve a balance between 
the total pollution effect and the deadweight loss 
effect. Figure 2 is the same as Figure 1 except that it 

illustrates a case, where 1 can take on two values 

( 0ˆ
1  and 1

ˆ ) with equal probability, while 2

is held constant (specifically, 2 0 ). For simplicity 

we assume 1 2cov( , ) 0 . Consistent with equa-

tion (21), the Figure shows that there is a deadweight 
loss regardless of whether marginal abatement cost is 
high or low. The larger (smaller) shaded triangle 
represents the larger (smaller) distortion when the 
realization of Firm 1’s marginal abatement cost is 

high, i.e., 1 1
ˆ  (low, i.e. 1 1

ˆ ).

The total pollution difference between setting 

t d and t d is given by equation (17) and is 

represented by the width of the tall shaded rectangle 

for 1 1
ˆ  and by the width of the short shaded 

rectangle for 1 1
ˆ . When marginal cost is high 

(i.e. 1 1
ˆ ), setting t d will result in a cost 

saving from less abatement (or higher than expected 

pollution level), the tall shaded rectangle. Similarly, 

when marginal cost is low (i.e. 1 1
ˆ ), setting 

t d will result in an extra cost from more abate-

ment, the short shaded rectangle. When the differ-

ence between the cost saving and the extra cost is 

positive and greater than the sum of the deadweight 

losses, the regulator reduces total abatement cost 

with t d , as illustrated in Figure 2. 

3. Extension with uncertain delivery coefficient 

The delivery coefficient is likely to be known for 

some pollutants (e.g. carbon dioxide), but there are 

many pollutants, where delivery coefficients will be 

uncertain. Many water pollutants are examples of 

the latter. The fate and transport of water pollutants 

is subject to both stochastic elements related to 

weather as well as scientific uncertainty concerning 

the physical diffusion processes. Our analysis can 

easily be extended to the case with uncertain deliv-

ery coefficient. Suppose the regulator knows the 

distribution of the delivery coefficient: its 

mean, ( )E d , and its variance, 
2( ) dVar d .

Furthermore, suppose the regulator also knows the 

covariances, if any, between the delivery coefficient 

and the cost parameters: 1cov( , )d  and 

2,cov d . Such correlations may arise, for exam-

ple, when weather affects the efficacy as well as the 

cost of abatement. With uncertain d , equations (9) 

and (15) are modified as: 

* 2

1 1 1 22 2

1

1
cov( , ) cov( , )t a d

a
 ,   (25) 

*
* * * 2 1

2

cov( , ) cov( , )
[ ]( )

2
permit average

d t d
P P E e t

c
.   (26) 

The impact of uncertain delivery coefficient is re-

flected in the above two equations by 
1cov( , )d ,

2cov( , )d , and the use of the expected value of d .

The optimal trading ratio moves in the same direc-

tion as 1cov( , )d :
*

1
cov( , )

t

d
2 2

1

0
a

a
. Sup-

pose 1cov( , ) 0d , that is, if the delivery coeffi-

cient is high, the marginal cost of abatement by
Firm 1 also tends to be high. For given emissions, a 

high d  means more total pollution. In order to re-

duce pollution to a fixed target, more abatement has 
to be undertaken. To ameliorate the pressure for 
more abatement, equation (17) implies that the trad-
ing ratio can be increased and so more emissions 
will be allowed. By the same logic, when the deliv-
ery coefficient is low and the abatement cost shock 
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also tends to be low (e.g., negative), equation (17) 
implies that a higher trading ratio will restrict the 
amount of emissions that are allowed. As illustrated 
in Figure 2, given the same change in pollution 
level, cost savings from extra pollution are higher 
than the increased cost from more abatement and so 
total abatement cost is reduced on average. Thus, 
setting a higher trading ratio pays off. 

Compared to the case with a known delivery coeffi-
cient as given in equation (9), the optimal total per-
mit number with an uncertain delivery coefficient, 
given by equation (25), have two additional covari-
ance terms, which represent the covariance between 

2e and d 1. The terms indicate that, if 2e and d are

positively correlated, then the optimal total permit 
number should be even higher and vice versa. Thus, 
with an uncertain delivery coefficient, there is an 
additional reason that the optimal total permit num-
ber might differ from the average pollution target. 

Conclusions

There are important permit trading systems where 
the pollution target is given as an average value. In 
this paper, we have investigated the properties of-
such trading systems when the regulator does not 
have complete information on firms’ abatement 
costs. It is well known that the regulator does not 
have to have any information on firms’ abatement 
costs for a permit trading program to minimize the 
cost of achieving a fixed pollution target. However, 
we found that such information is useful in design-
ing a trading program that meets an average target at  

the lowest abatement costs. Given the great practi-

cality of the established result that no cost informa-

tion is required, our main purpose is not to advocate 

an alternative trading system. Rather, we intend to 

contribute to the literature by pointing out the impli-

cations when traditional permit trading system is 

used with an average pollution target.  

In addition to the result that the optimal total permit 

cap is in general not equal to the average pollution 

target, we found that the optimal trading ratio is not 

equal to the delivery coefficient even if the regulator 

has complete information on the delivery coeffi-

cient. The latter result arises from the dual roles that 

the trading ratio plays in a permit trading program. 

First, the trading ratio determines the substitution 

rate among emissions of different sources. Second, 

and equally importantly, trading ratio affects the 

actual amount of pollution resulting from a trading 

program. This is because, when the trading ratio is 

not equal to the delivery coefficient, the total permit 

number is no longer the same as the total pollution 

level that will result from a trading program. When 

designing a program, the regulator can use the trad-

ing ratio to induce the desirable pollution level.  
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Fig. 1. The effects of setting t > 1d under the average pollution constraint 
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Note: In the Figure, 1 is assumed to take two values, 0ˆ
1 , and 1

ˆ  with equal probability. 

Fig. 2. A comparison of the welfare effects when 1  is high versus when 1  is low for a given value of 2  ( 2  = 0) 
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